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31. Lara Croft Go Easiness: 8/10 Time required: 3 hours I personally have not played Lara Croft Go, but it seems to be a simple and straightforward game in the tomb raider universe. The playlist above takes you through all the collectibles you need for a fabric that will definitely give you the money worth it - I've seen this retail game for
native money. 32. Hitman Go Easiness: 8/10 Time required: 3 hours Same as above, but with a bald person: just delete and replace if necessary. Hitman GO is also very cheap and all its trophies are easy to complete with research, plus it's generally quite fun. 33. Accounting + (VR only) Ease: 10/10 Time required: 1 hour Our first VR
entry to this list is also one of the strangest. Coming from half the minds behind Rick &amp;quot;Morty&quot;, this shouldn't come as a surprise, but what should come as a surprise is how easy it is to get platinum for Accounting+. You can run through the game itself for half an hour and an hour and maybe add fifteen more if you
constantly refer to a guide. One of the trophies asks you to knock relentlessly on the door until it opens, and another wants you to stick to a brick for centuries – that's for a ton all the trophies. It's dishonest and just very stupid, but it's a good way to introduce some players to VR. 34. Work Simulator VR ease: 10/10 Time required: 2-5 hours
another on behalf of the VR wall, Job Simulator VR wants to replicate the sacrileness of real-life office work with a useful dash of absurdity. It's a brief experience coming in a few hours, but if you're going to look at the trophy inflating, you can do it briefly and pretend to be a chef while you're on it. Many of the illuminated ping of victory will
be heard by simply playing through the game and completing jobs, but there are also a few secret trophies that you will need a guide for. If you're on the side of the robot, a robot, maybe the skirt around the back trophy. 35. A Way Out Ease: 7/10 Time required: 8 hours The surprise of 2018 hits successfully brings back the magic of the
co-op sofa in a great way and a very clear platinum trophy while you're on it. It's so easy, in fact, that if you play locally with someone else, they'll also unlock plata without much fuss. Curiously, none of the trophies for Away are unlocked just by playing the game until completion. This could be a pain for some. Fortunately, the chapter you
choose means to collect them all after you finish the story is a piece of cake. You don't even need a second player for most of them: just use two controllers at once thanks to simpleplistic control of the game and you should be able to take most of the trophies of your own. 36. Weak desire: 1000/10 Time 1 minute From the creators of 1000
Top Game... same game under a different name. It is painfully obvious that Slyde was released only to receive money from platinum hunters, but it is difficult to resist as it is less than £1. It is only available in the EU store, but I am sure you can use it for other regions using some swaps. It's so easy, I can describe it here. Select any picture
of medium difficulty and ensure that there is free space in the upper right or lower left corner and then follow these input instructions: R R R U L D U L L D N O R N O R. A mess of trophies will unlock and a little more than a minute after you start the game, you will have your Platinum. 37. Ponisko ease: 7/10 Time required: 2-3 hours
Charming little indie tormented, Platinum trophy of the Don is easy to get, because it is not completely that it is not such a complicated game. You control a hole and you have to consume everything in your path; you will only need the left stick and occasionally press X throughout the experience. If you miss any of your secret trophies, you
can be lucky to dive back at any moment using a select level and overcoming them. They're funny and a little quirky. The only annoying trophies will be filling your Koselodia and completing a later stage without dying, although you will unlock a trophy for failure. As a bonus, it's actually a really relaxing game. 38. Déraciné Easiness: 10/10
Time required: 2-3 hours déraciné is an attempt only for PSVR, so it can discredit it from this list of easiest platinum trophies in the eyes of many people. However, as this is a game that you deliberately have to go out of your way to not get a full completion for, we've included it here though. To get fabric déraciné, all you need to do is
finish the main story, which is quite easy, except a few hunts. You can sweat through this for a few hours and enjoy one of the best PSVR games of the year to boot. 39. Conan Çeilez Easiness: 7/10 Time required: 2-3 hours Absolutely crazy supervision in Conan Exiles gives you one of the easiest platinum trophies you could ever hope to
get on your PlayStation 4. Just set up your own server, set the values to what you want, and grind through what might otherwise have been a few very monotonous trophies as you climb over and over again. There are other lousy trophies in Conan Exiles, but nothing that can be achieved if you just follow the guide above. It can also be a
free Plaque if you took it during PlayStation Plus. 40. My name is Mayo Lecco: 10/10 (can cause RSI) Time required: 25 minutes From the same guys behind Mr. Masagi, My name Mayo is a stupid clicker that asks you to click on a jar of mayonnaise. A premise that Make Miyamoto earthquake in your boots, My name is Mayo is a very
simple game with the only challenge is the weight of RSI gives you. You'll need to touch this mayo thousands of times. Fortunately, you can turn the game into a strange kind of cooperative experience by getting a friend to knock on the touchpad button until you select X to get the ultimate click-through amount done. You can even do it
again on Via. Mayonnaise: unites people in more ways than one. 41. Mr Masagi lightweight: 10/10 Time required: 15-25 minutes My name is Mayo, but sexy. So far, all the games we've mentioned have been pretty innocent, the only disturbance that probably comes from the fact that it's grinding for fabric to do it. Mr. Masagi is a little
different. One of them is an alien who's very aggressive about using your sperm. Wonderful. Once your date is successful, you will unlock the ability to massage them, just like unlocking the plaque once they are a handy guide you will massage your ego. It's not a bad game, really. It could be fun. Just don't let your mother see her flirting
with a wolf girl. 42. Jack N' Jill DX 20: 10 Time required: 10 minutes Looking like something that is carried straight from Game Boy, Jack N' Jill is a super basic game that doesn't want much of you. As Super Meat Boy minus the difficulty that makes you hit yourself in the neck, Jack N'Jill asks you to overcome the easy platformer to find
your blobby love. Available for really cheap, you'll really struggle to fight in this game, so much so that you can even dust it off in just ten minutes. What else are you going to do in 10 minutes? You need at least 15 to call the bathroom. 43. Destroy all men! Ease: 7-10 Time required: 15 hours A great remake of a cult classic also carries
with it a pretty easy Platinum trophy on ps4. The main meat of the game, the campaign, takes ten hours or under to dust and comes with a whole number of history trophies along the way - it gives them like candy. The only difficulty can come when trying to scrape these challenges, so expect to add five hours on top for these. They're not
too hard, maybe they'il take your time. 44. Epic Word Search Collection 2 Ease: 10/10 Time required: 1 hour No guide, this may take you some time. However, with a guide, Epic Word Search Collection 2 will give you its Fabric a little more than an hour after you first run it. It's just a word-searching game, there's not much else about it. It's
ostensibly designed for trophy hunters, so take it on ultra cheap if you want to raise your level a bit. 45. Crypto By Powgi Easiness: 10/10 Time required: 1 hour Probable Game-y game of all of them in this list, Crypto By Powgi asks you to fill in letters of famous quotes. With a guide, this one can be sent away in an hour or under. Who
knew you'd have to fill out a quote from Eric Cantona to get an easy ps4 plaza? Did I miss anyone? I deliberately avoided the open AAA games, which may not offer a challenge, but take 40+ hours to get Platinum, thanks to an endless stream of collectibles. I also ignored games that may be easy, but are just a long grind. Let me know if
you have any to add in the comments below. Part of the coverage you find in Vultures contains affiliate links that provide us with small commissions based on purchases made by visiting our site. We cover news about games, movie reviews, wrestling and much more. AdsThis guidelines are designed to accompany my Platinum Review,
make sure you have a few minutes! Doughnut County is an excellent but small, indie game with a quirky sense of humor and interesting mechanics of gameplay. This is not too difficult and the majority of trophies will be won naturally simply by completing the game. However, some of the trophies are difficult to win or are completely less.
To avoid this possibility, I have gathered a complete guide to these more difficult trophies. Doughnut County Trophy Guide There are not too many missed trophies in Donut County and you can always go back and get them all later through a select level, but I decided to write some tips and even took a few videos to help with a few more
difficult trophies. I actually got it in my first plan. If you just make sure that you go through every stage methodically, collecting everything in size-order will be almost guaranteed this trophy. After that, all you have to do is open the Koscielny from the main menu of the game and if it is full, the trophy will appear after you return from it. 
According to Google, basket records will be saturation if you don't have them, and you'll be able to see at what stage you can get the missing item. Trashopedia ads are well worth actually reading, with the developer making a lot of effort to make the recordings quite funny. 100 times this one's pretty easy. At the beginning of the game will
be in Mira's trailer, talking to BK on his phone. There are two options on the phone, an Answer button and a Duck button. The duck button is what you need for this trophy, just start to stare at the cursor above it until the trophy appears. The game will sometimes stop you from pressing more Quacks until BK responds with Quack or three
of your own before you can continue Quacking back. Just keep quacking Quack at dawn with your quack good friend until you see this Trophy Chak enthusiast on the screen. Pepper's trailer is on fire at Pepper's level (Level 7 - Joshua Tree), there's going to be a raven standing at a barbecue. When you approach him, he kicks the coal to
the ground for you. To complete this trophy, first put the campfire into the hole, and then start smoking with an orange radiation from it. If you swallow coal afterwards, the flames will burst from the top of the hole in a second or two. Let it all burn! You need to use these flames to burn the trees in the area, otherwise you can not collect
them. But for the trophy, you'il want to light Pepper's trailer the same way. Ads finish Gecko park without collecting the radioIt is self-explaining. At level 9, coco level, ensures that you eat everything except the radio, even the box that is on. To avoid collecting the radio when you get the box, move the hole under it in one quick motion while



you are still quite small. This will knock on the objects that fly and you will be able to get the box without the radio. Remember also you will need to ensure that you eat any leaves, including blades of grass, in the garden too. The level will end without collecting the radio, just make sure you get everything else. If you do this in your first level
attempt, you may need to go back and repeat the level collected on the radio this time to add it to trashpedia. Break 3 dozen eggsWhile on level 10, the chicken barn, after you have a rooster up on the second floor of the barn, the camera will move to the right side of the barn and the eggs will begin to stick out. Collect one egg and then
use the catapult to run it on the switch on the barn window where Jellybean is located. This will lead to a rapid fire of the egg tube. You're not nice without breaking a few eggs. To get the trophy, just stay away from where they will land, they will break on the ground and the trophy will pass through the barrage. Stock up on gamers' fuel.
Also during this level, you will need to buy the catapult from a store in the game. The store also stocks energy drinks, you'll have enough currency for both, so make sure you grab the energy drinks before you buy the catapult to don this trophy. Advertisements make the secret recipe for soup of The ChefThing is the most difficult trophy,
which is why I recorded a video to help. Before watching it, however, here are a few tips: The secret recipe is 2 pinches of salt and 3 pinches of black pepper. Every time you add an ingredient, the cockroach will load up and try to get into the soup. If the cockroach gets into the soup, it will spoil. Then you can feed it to the poor birds to
restart and try again. To pass the level, the soup must be gold, with only one or more pers of each ingredient, so try to avoid the bird while your soup is gold, in case will progress and you will need to restart restart from the pause menu. If you managed to get the right number of each ingredient in your soup, it will turn red. If you add too
much of any ingredient, it will turn gold again, so be careful not to add more salt or pepper, as much as to avoid cockroaches and make your way to the bird.  After feeding the bird the red soup, it will shed a few tears and your trophy will pop. Watch the video below: Breaking into the vault at Raccoon HQIt's tough. To unlock the vault, you
need to put a password, up, left, down, left, pick up while working with a crane in the biology lab stage. You can do this by pressing the buttons until the tail of the snake is protruding from the hole (stop it.). The problem is the physics of the snake. It will shake around like Wobuffet if you are not careful, pressing the buttons more than
once.  IIn to ensure that the code is not revoked by the unwanted few press buttons you need to pull back on the analog stick as soon as you press the button as shown in my video below: Once you see a safe unlock, you are in. Just complete the biology stage and then go to the safe site to get your reward. Be sure to do so before
entering the king's room of the trash. Destroy the King's monitor on a szcoka, that's pretty easy. In the anthropology lab, there's a monitor in the upper left corner with a live feed of the king of the trash that's displayed on it. Use fireworks to blow up the monitor and you will be awarded this trophy. You'il find the monitor here on the left.
Losing your boss takes a long time. The game appeals to anyone who does badly in the last boss fight and so every time they hit you, it does less damage. It will actually take about 6 punches to beat you boss, and you'll get a neat little cutscene in exchange for your sacrifice.  I just dropped the regulator and went to Reddit for a few
minutes until I heard the trophy. Ads First strike does not mean you get hit by a bomb or a concrete beam. In a few moments, the four-column will move completely and start blinking for a while before tilting sideways and blowing its hot air balloon with a strong wind gust. This will reduce your health bar and when your health bar is emptied,
you will receive the trophy. Complete the boss fight without taking damage. So, like I said before, being hit only counts when the quadcopter tilts sideways to hit you. You can undo this by hitting it with one of it is smaller bombs using the catapult. Hitting the concrete canon will seal the hole, but it won't hurt you. Then you can print out the
hole, allowing a bomb to explode above it. But to be safe, it's best to avoid being hit by a cannon, and bombs can't hurt you. I uploaded a video below from me makes it invested helps with everything you can fight Destroy the monument to the trash This trophy is not difficult in any way, but I missed it at the end because the statue takes a
little time to crumble and I assumed I could not resink it. After the battle with the chief, he'il be in control of a tornado. You will have to head to the screen and hit the trash can statue with a tornado for a few seconds until it breaks down. You can see this at the end of the above video. At the end of the game, you'll be allowed to fly around
and explore a sequence of credits like a drone, and there are a few trophies you can get here: Fly through the doughnut holePonim's secret escape vehicle to the trash Pilot is pretty self-explaining, just flying through the doughnut sign over the doughnut shop. Escape ads should look around the Anchor area, held suspended in the air
through a chain that stretches high in the clouds. Find the anchor and follow the chain up to the very top and you will acquire this trophy. You're flying, you fools! Thank you for choosing PlatGet as your source for this guide, check out our reviews and other guides! Follow us on Twitter @GetPlat or Instagram @platget updates on new
posts and guides, as well as small anecdotes about our platinum travels. Travel.
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